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Abstract The cloud‐permitting model (CPM) of the superparameterized Community Atmosphere Model
(SP‐CAM) is a stochastic parameterization. As reported in a companion paper, we have created a variant
of SP‐CAM, called MP‐CAM, that uses the averaged feedback of 10 independent two‐dimensional CPMs in
each global model column, in place of the single CPM of SP‐CAM. This ensemble‐averaged feedback is
interpreted as an approximation to the feedback from a deterministic parameterization. We present evidence
that the multiple‐instance superparameterization of MP‐CAM is indeed more deterministic than SP‐CAM.
The climates of the SP and MP configurations are compared, giving particular attention to extreme
precipitation events and convectively coupled large‐scale tropical weather systems, such as the
Madden‐JulianOscillation. A number of small but significant changes in themean state climate are uncovered,
and the deterministic parameterization slightly degrades the Madden‐Julian Oscillation simulation.
1. Introduction
Realistic simulations of precipitation, including probability, timing, location, type, and amount, are of great
practical importance. Unfortunately, precipitation is one of the most difficult atmospheric phenomena to
simulate well—especially its variability and its extremes. Extreme precipitation events can have dramatic
consequences in the form of floods and droughts, which are among the most damaging weather‐related
natural disasters, both in terms of lives lost and economic impact (National Centers for Environmental
Information, 2019; Smith & Katz, 2013).
When evaluating weather forecasts, decision makers must consider not just the predicted variables of
interest (e.g., precipitation amount) but also their uncertainty. Forecast uncertainty can be quantified using
ensemble forecasts, which produce probabilities of occurrence based on multiple, slightly different
simulations that reveal the range of potential solutions (Bauer et al., 2015; Berner et al., 2015; Epstein,
1969; Harnisch &Keil, 2015; Leith, 1974; Molteni et al., 1996; Mureau et al., 1993; Palmer, 2000; Palmer et al.,
1993; Toth & Kalnay, 1993, 1997; Tracton & Kalnay, 1993).
Poor forecasts often result from rapid error growth that starts on the smallest scales included in the model
(Molteni et al., 1996; Palmer, 2000; Walser et al., 2004). An important additional source of uncertainty is
in the representation of moist convective processes below the grid scale (Flato et al., 2013). The spatial
resolution of most atmospheric global circulation models (GCMs) is too coarse to allow the explicit
representation of physical processes from approximately the mesoscale on down. Such processes have to
be parameterized. The parameterization of cloud processes, especially moist convection, is a perennially
active area of research (Jakob, 2014; Stevens & Bony, 2013). Despite 40 years of improvements, significant
and persistent deficiencies remain in the treatment of clouds, resulting in errors in the simulations of
weather and climate (Kim et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2006; Randall et al., 2003; Slingo et al., 1996, 2005).
With coarse grids, parameterizations are required to provide only the “expected values” of the convective
tendencies, but with finer grids they should allow simulations of individual realizations of convective
systems. Parameterizations that are designed to give expected values can be called deterministic. They
cannot represent the “stochastic” variability of convection that arises from the intrinsically uncertain nature
of small‐scale motions, through sensitive dependence on initial conditions (Arakawa, 2004; Jones & Randall,
2011; Hohenegger & Schär, 2007; Lorenz, 1969; Randall & Ding, 1997; Randall et al., 1994; Shutts & Palmer,
2007; Xu et al., 1992; Xu & Randall, 1998).
It has been argued that the chaotic behavior of real cloud systems needs to be included in convection para-
meterizations designed for use in lower‐resolutionmodels (e.g., Berner et al., 2012; Hohenegger & Schär, 2007).
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For example, Neelin et al. (2008) suggested that stochastic parameterizations are needed for a realistic
simulation of the Madden‐Julian Oscillation (MJO). The use of stochastic physics has been shown to
increase the “spread” of forecast ensembles (Berner et al., 2012; Buizza et al., 1999) and can enable
noise‐induced transitions between weather regimes (Hasselmann, 1976). Stochastic physics has been shown
to produce forecast improvements and reduce some systematic biases (e.g., Bowler et al., 2009; Charron et al.,
2010; Davini et al., 2017; Strømmen et al., 2018; Watson et al., 2017). Research on stochastic parameteriza-
tions has recently been reviewed by Berner et al. (2017).
In this paper, we focus on a particular type of stochastic parameterization: superparameterization
(hereafter, SP), in which the conventional parameterizations are replaced by a two‐dimensional cloud‐
permitting model or CPM (Grabowski, 2001; Grabowski & Smolarkiewicz, 1999; Khairoutdinov &
Randall, 2001; Khairoutdinov et al., 2005), with a horizontal grid spacing on the order of a few kilometers
and periodic lateral boundary conditions. One copy of the CPM runs continuously and independently in
each GCM column. Microphysics, radiation, and turbulence must still be parameterized, but the parameter-
izations are implemented on the CPM's fine grid. An SP simulates individual realizations of cloud systems,
rather than expected values. Because small‐scale noise arises naturally from the CPM's sensitive dependence
on initial conditions, an SP behaves stochastically without the need for a random number generator.
A number of studies (DeMott et al., 2007; Kooperman et al., 2016; Li et al., 2012; Rosa & Collins, 2013) have
demonstrated the ability of SP to realistically simulate precipitation extremes. Li et al. (2012) demonstrated
SP's skill in simulating high‐percentile precipitation rates over the continental United States. Khairoutdinov
and Zhou (2015) present results of a similar comparison using global and tropical data. Subramanian and
Palmer (2017) examined both stochastic and SP methods in simulations using the European Centre for
Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Integrated Forecasting System. They reported that, relative to stochastic
ensemble forecasts, SP ensemble forecasts give more realistic simulations of tropical waves and intraseaso-
nal variability and also improvements in the modeling of uncertainty in tropical convection, MJO initiation,
and tropical cyclones. The extent to which the stochastic nature of SP is responsible for those improvements
remains an open question.
As discussed in a companion paper (Jones et al., 2019), we have developed a variation on the SP concept in
which the GCM feels the ensemble‐averaged feedback from multiple realizations of the cloud field as simu-
lated by multiple CPMs. We call this approach “multiple‐instance superparameterization,” and the global
atmospheric model is called MP‐Community Atmosphere Model (CAM). The MP approach effectively turns
the nondeterministic SP into a deterministic parameterization by “brute force” averaging over the ensemble
of heating and drying realizations simulated by the individual CPMs. This averaged feedback is an
approximation to an expected value. Because of the averaging over realizations, the extreme values of the
SP heating and drying rates produced in individual CPM simulations are smoothed out.
This paper compares the atmospheric circulations simulated by SP‐CAM and MP‐CAM, both run with
prescribed climatological sea surface temperatures. How might the simulated climate be affected by the
implementation of the MP configuration? Precipitation extremes (including the occurrence of zero
precipitation) would surely be reduced, but would the model lose fidelity in large‐scale features, like the
MJO, whose realistic simulation has been hypothesized to depend on the stochasticity of moist convection?
Comparison of simulations with SP‐CAM and MP‐CAM can show to what extent and in what ways nonde-
terministic effects are important (Bechtold et al., 2013; Donner & Phillips, 2003; Zhang, 2002). These issues
are the focus of this paper.
Following a brief description of the models and how they are configured (section 2), we investigate to what
degree MP‐CAM behaves like a more deterministic version of SP‐CAM (section 3). We then present an
analysis that reveals some differences in the climates simulated by the two models (section 4), including
differences in the simulated intraseasonal variability (section 5). Conclusions are given in section 6.
2. Methods and Data
2.1. Models
The particular configurations of SP‐CAM and MP‐CAM used in this study are described by Jones et al.
(2019). Briefly, our simulations use the base source code of the Community Earth System Model 1.1.1,
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which includes Version 5.2 of the CAM (Neale et al., 2012), run with the finite‐volume dynamical core that
solves the hydrostatic equations of motion on a 1.9° × 2.5° latitude‐longitude grid. The model uses 26 levels
with a terrain‐following hybrid σ‐p coordinate. Radiation calculations are performed every 15 simulated
minutes using CAM radiation (Neale et al., 2010). MP‐CAM uses 10 CPMs that are run in each GCM grid
column, each configured exactly as in SP‐CAM. Each CPM is initialized with a unique set of weak random
thermal perturbations, so that the CPMs start out with slightly different initial conditions. Additionally, the
cam4 physical parameterization package (Neale et al., 2010) is used in a noninteractive, diagnostic fashion;
this package includes parameterization of deep convection via the Zhang‐McFarlane convection scheme
(Zhang & McFarlane, 1995), modified to include the plume‐diluting effects of entrainment (Neale et al.,
2008) and convective momentum transport (Gregory et al., 1997; Richter & Rasch, 2008), shallow convection
following Hack (1994), and stratiform cloudiness following Sundqvist (1988), Zhang et al. (2003), and Rasch
and Kristjánsson (1998).
All CPMs in a given GCM grid column see exactly the same large‐scale weather. Because of their slightly
different initial conditions, the 10 CPMs will produce different cloud fields and tendencies. The GCM sees
only the ensemble mean heating and drying rates, which should be temporally smoother than heating
and drying rates from the single CPM used in SP‐CAM. We expect that with this “expected feedback,” the
parameterized convective forcing will be more deterministic than the feedback in SP‐CAM, with its single
CPM in each GCM grid column.
To compare the climates produced by SP‐CAM and MP‐CAM, multidecadal simulations have been
performed with each model. Using NCAR's Yellowstone supercomputer, SP‐CAM was run for 30 years,
and MP‐CAM was run for just over 23 years. Output was recorded in the form of monthly and daily time
averages for both models, but evolving needs and demands yielded a data set with irregular availabilities
for some model diagnostics. Higher‐frequency output was also created for January and July subsets of the
MP‐CAM simulation. Three‐hourly averaged data were created for July of year 7 and January of year 8 as
well as for August of year 20 through the end of the simulation. Records were saved every 15 min (every
GCM time step (ETS), with averages over only the CPM subcycle, hereafter ETS data) for individual sample
days from January to July. ETS data were also created for SP‐CAM for a single January day. For more
complete documentation of the data sets, see Jones (2017).
We also created a 30‐year simulation with the standard CAM, using the cam4 physical parameterization
package. This standard CAM simulation is consistent with the SP‐CAM and MP‐CAM in terms of grid
and initialization. Most of the GCM‐level model diagnostics recorded in the SP and MP simulations were
also saved in this run as monthly and daily averages for the full simulation period. This standard CAM simu-
lation allows us to compare SP and MP results with those produced with a conventional parameterization.
2.2. Observational Data
The simulated daily mean outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data are compared with the daily mean
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) interpolated OLR data set (Liebmann &
Smith, 1996). The NOAA OLR data set is interpolated in time and space from twice daily values and
averaged to once daily with a latitude‐longitude resolution of 2.5° × 2.5°. We use the 30‐year record from
1 January 1980 to 31 December 2009.
Two observational precipitation data sets are used for comparison to the simulated data. Both were obtained
from the National Center for Atmospheric Research's Climate and Global Dynamics Laboratory and are
available online (ftp://ftp.cgd.ucar.edu/archive/PRECIP). The first is a global product from the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, version 1.2), known as the GPCP One‐Degree Daily
Precipitation Data Set (Huffman et al., 2001). As its name suggests, the data are daily estimates of precipita-
tion presented on a global 1° × 1° latitude‐longitude grid, representing a complex combination of infrared
and microwave satellite‐based measurements and surface rain gauge measurements that were originally
made at higher temporal resolution. The available data span 6,878 days, from October 1996 to July 2015.
The second observational precipitation data set comes from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM), which provides 3‐hourly precipitation rate estimates on a 0.25° × 0.25° latitude‐longitude grid with
spatial coverage in the latitude band from 50°S to 50°N. The TRMM data used here are derived from a set of
satellite‐basedmicrowave; visible, infrared, and radar instruments; and rain gauges. More specifically, this is
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known as the TRMM Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis product 3B42 version 7, compiled by Huffman
et al. (2007). The TRMM data obtained from Climate and Global Dynamics were already averaged to a
daily precipitation estimate, spanning 5,844 days, from January 1998 to December 2013. To facilitate
comparison to the model output, both observational precipitation data sets were regridded to the CAM's
grid, using a conservative interpolation (Jones, 1999) that preserves the spatial integral of the data. The
two precipitation data sets have differences in spatial distribution, frequency distribution, and temporal
variability (Gehne et al., 2016; Kooperman et al., 2016).
3. Is MP‐CAM Really More Deterministic Than SP‐CAM?
3.1. Analysis of Standard Deviations
As mentioned in section 2 one goal in creating MP‐CAM was to create a deterministic convection parame-
terization. As more CPMs are used in each GCM grid column, the temporal variance of the ensemble‐
averaged data should decrease. For the case of 10 estimates of a completely random system, we would expect
to see the standard deviation fall off by
ffiffiffiffiffi
10
p
≈3:16. For partially random data, the reduction in standard
deviation due to averaging will be less than
ffiffiffi
n
p
. Further discussion is given by Jones (2017).
We can apply this concept to the set of simulations in this study by considering the time series of precipita-
tion as simulated by SP as the representative sample and that simulated by MP as the averaged data set.
Figure 1. Annual mean precipitation rate for the full indicated observational and simulated data sets. MP.1 is the first CPM member of the MP simulation. <x>
denote spatial averages: the upper left value, annotated with superscript Tr, is an average from 20°S to 20°N, representing tropical values, and the upper right
value is the global mean. TRMM = Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission; GPCP = Global Precipitation Climatology Project; CAM = Community Atmosphere
Model; SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization.
Figure 2. As in Figure 1 but for the temporal standard deviation of the daily mean precipitation rate, with the annual cycle retained.
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Figures 1 and 2 show maps of the temporal mean and temporal standard deviation of precipitation from
TRMM, GPCP, CAM, SP, MP, and MP.1; here MP.1 is the first CPM member of the MP simulation. A com-
parison of the simulations to observations is summarized in Table 1. In this case, the temporal standard
deviation is based on daily mean data, retaining the annual cycle.
As reported in previous studies (e.g., Kooperman et al., 2016), spatial means from each of the simulations are
greater than observed, though the MP results shown in Figure 1 are closest to GPCP and TRMM. The largest
differences are found in the tropics, particularly over wet‐biased oceans just off the equator. As discussed by
Randall et al. (2016), this wet bias largely disappears when SP‐CAM is coupled with an ocean model. The
simulations produce less precipitation than observed over some tropical land areas, notably South
America and the Maritime Continent. Table 1 gives the root‐mean‐square error and spatial correlations.
Lower root‐mean‐square error and higher spatial correlations both globally and in the tropics show that
CAM best captures the spatial distribution. This is largely due to better representations of precipitation over
South America, Southeast Asia, and the Maritime Continent. On the other hand, CAM performs less well
along the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in the Pacific. A strong wet bias occurs over the
Himalayas in each model; this is probably a topographic effect.
For the purposes of characterizing MP's level of determinism, we are interested in the temporal standard
deviation information shown in Figure 2. The standard deviation tends to be roughly proportional to the
mean precipitation, with spatial biases in standard deviation similarly following those in mean precipitation.
Comparing spatial averages, we see that TRMM, with greater variability than GPCP, is the closest match to
SP, whereas standard deviations are mostly lower than SP in GPCP, CAM, and MP. Also notable are the
overall higher standard deviations in MP.1. This is the first indication that a single CPM member in MP is
not precisely equivalent to the one operating in SP; more discussion is given later.
Overall, the temporal standard deviation decreases from SP to MP, especially in the tropics. This decrease
indicates that the MP configuration does produce a more deterministic precipitation time series, as expected
(Figure 3).
Most places have the standard deviation fall‐off ratio, σSP/σMP, greater than 1. The global average, 1.12, is
exceeded on 35% of the globe. Areas between 1.5 and 3.25 (yellow to orange colors, indicating significantly
greater determinism in MP) account for just over 6% of the globe. Figure 4 shows precipitation rate
Table 1
Global and Tropical (Tr) RMSE and Spatial Correlation (r) of the Annual Mean Precipitation Spatial Pattern for the Model
Simulations Relative to GPCP or TRMM
GPCP TRMM
Model RMSE r RMSETr rTr RMSETr rTr
CAM 1.126 0.884 1.593 0.869 1.499 0.872
SP 1.219 0.871 1.821 0.816 1.701 0.832
MP 1.144 0.869 1.641 0.812 1.625 0.823
MP.1 1.146 0.868 1.643 0.811 1.631 0.822
Note. RMSE = Root‐Mean‐Square Error; GPCP = Global Precipitation Climatology Project; TRMM= Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission; CAM = Community Atmosphere Model; SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance
superparameterization.
Figure 3. Precipitation rate temporal standard deviation (as in Figure 2) fall‐off ratio for σSP/σMP (left) and σMP.1/σMP
(right). <x> denote spatial averages: the upper left value, annotated with superscript Tr, is an average from 20°S to
20°N, representing tropical values, and the upper right value is the global mean.
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probability density functions (PDFs) for regions of interest in Figure 3. In these moderate fall‐off ratio
locations, the MP.1 precipitation distribution is much closer to that of SP for larger precipitation rates
(Figure 4b), and the averaging in MP results in an MP distribution quite different from that of MP.1 and
closer to that from CAM. There are a few regions in which the ratio is less than one (Figure 3a), indicating
greater variability in MP. This is surprising because averaging of similar data sets should almost exclusively
give a ratio greater than 1. Where the standard deviation fall‐off ratios are less than 0.85 (5% of the globe), the
averaging of the MP CPMs yields a weak reduction in higher precipitation rates (Figure 4, left panel).
Instead, the change puts the PDF of MP more in line with SP and CAM. The weak change in PDFs (MP.1
to MP) means that more of the CPMs agree about the precipitation rate more often, indicating good
predictability in these areas. (See Jones et al., 2019, for additional discussion of precipitation predictability
in MP‐CAM.) MP is also a closer match to CAM for precipitation less than 5 mm/day, except for very low
rates, which are less frequent in MP due to the averaging.
The right panel of Figure 3 confirms that MP.1 behaves as a sample data set, and MP behaves as mean of
sample data sets. In the global mean, the standard deviation fall‐off ratio is 1.42, indicative of stronger ran-
domness reduction. A skewing factor in the global mean value, though, lies in points where the standard
deviation fall‐off ratio is even greater than value that would be obtained if analyzing the mean of ten purely
random data sets against one of its members, namely
ffiffiffiffiffi
10
p
. These deep red colors over the southern oceans
Figure 4. Precipitation rate probability density function for points where σSP/σMP (Figure 3) is (a) less than 0.85 and
(b) between 1.5 and 3.25, and (c) where σMP.1/σMP is greater than 3.25. MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization;
CAM = Community Atmosphere Model; GPCP = Global Precipitation Climatology Project; SP = superparameterized.
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account for slightly more than 3% of the global surface area, and are characterized by MP.1 precipitation
rates less than 0.5 mm/day. When averaged, these points more frequently see values up to 3–4 mm/day
due to wet outliers, resulting in many fewer dry days at these points in MP relative to MP.1. The process
of averaging increases typically low values toward the large outliers. This is another indication that MP.1
is not doing the same thing as SP‐CPM. MP.1 produces much more frequent and greater extremes than
SP, CAM, and GPCP at these points, mostly because of its feedback to the parent GCM. In some cases,
MP's CPM ensemble includes a large majority of members with very low precipitation rates and only one
or two with very high precipitation rates. Some reasons for this are discussed by Jones et al. (2019).
3.2. Analysis Based on the Coefficient of Variation
As discussed in Jones et al. (2019), the coefficient of variation (COV, sometimes written as CV or CoV) is
defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean. It is often used as a normalized indicator of noise
in a data set that allows for comparison between data sets of characteristically disparate magnitudes, such
as climatologically wet and dry regions. A COV less than one is consistent with relatively deterministic
and predictable precipitation, while large COVs are consistent with chaotic, unpredictable precipitation.
Here, “unpredictable” is relative to the scale of the mean.
The COVs for precipitation and OLR exhibit patterns similar to those seen in standard deviation fall‐off ratio
(not shown). CAM gives the lowest values, indicating the greatest determinism; SP is characterized by great-
est stochasticity. Determinism increases from SP to MP for precipitation but not for OLR. More specifically,
globally averaged precipitation COV values of 1.86, 2.26, 2.49, and 2.96 are reported for CAM, MP‐CAM,
SP‐CAM, and MP.1, respectively. As far as the COV measures are concerned, precipitation changes suggest
that MP is more closely constrained to some expected value, while a shift in cloudiness causes OLR to be
more widely varying across much of the tropics. The same analysis carried out at 3‐hourly temporal
resolution also gives qualitatively similar results.
3.3. Additional Measures of Determinism
While the standard deviation fall‐off ratio and the COV changes provide guidance as to the change in
determinism, they do not take into account the temporal sequence of the data. For instance, sets S1
¼ 50; 50; 25; 25; 0; 0; 0; 0f g and S2 ¼ 50; 0; 50; 0; 25; 0; 25; 0f g have the same mean and standard deviation,
but in terms of temporal persistence, the first sequence seems more predictable. A measure that accounts
for this is the e‐folding time of the autocorrelation function. By this measure, using both daily and 3‐hourly
data, the tropically averaged e‐folding times are 4.5 days for CAM, 4 days for MP, 3 days for SP, and 2.75 days
for MP.1. Similar results are obtained using the OLR.
The e‐folding time is helpful but can be problematic. As an example, consider again the sets S1 and S2, which
were discussed above. Autocorrelations can be large at large lags, despite drastic fluctuations from one time
to the next. To deal with this issue, we examine the “temporal jaggedness” of the data via a measure that
combines elements of the temporal derivative and the root‐mean‐square difference, given by
Figure 5. As in Figure 1 but for the temporal jaggedness for daily precipitation rate.
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J ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
N
n¼1
xnþ1−xn
δt
 2
N−1
vuuut
: (1)
Here N is the number of values (x) in the sequence, indexed by n. This measure is not normalized, meaning
that strong absolute shifts are given emphasis. The temporal jaggedness of the daily mean precipitation rate
is shown in Figure 5. When normalized by mean values of the temporal derivative, these plots almost exclu-
sively highlight areas of climatologically low precipitation with high jaggedness (not shown). In Figure 5,
CAM and MP show smaller temporal jaggedness, indicating a smoother field and greater predictability.
Areas with large jaggedness include the midlatitude storm tracks and the ITCZ. In a similar analysis using
3‐hourly data (not shown), strong continental maxima of temporal jaggedness are associated with diurnal
convection. Applying equation (1), but with N as the number of points in the vertical and the derivative with
respect to pressure, Figure S1 (supporting information) shows the reduction in the vertical variation of tem-
perature and moisture tendencies from SP's single CPM to MP's CPM ensemble average for one simulated
month. These smoother profiles are fed back to the MP GCM.
A potentially more rigorous characterization of determinism can be provided by measures such as fractal
dimension and Lyapunov exponents (Grassberger & Procaccia, 1983; Takens, 1981). These methods of
Figure 6. Annual mean, zonal mean profile of absolute temperature for SP (top), MP (middle), and the MP‐SP difference
(bottom). Diagonal black lines indicate areas of statistically significant differences as described in the text.
SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization; RMSE = root‐mean‐square error;
ANN = annual mean.
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chaotic time series analysis have been used to measure predictability in a variety of geophysical parameters
(e.g., Chen et al., 2006; Ding et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2016; Millán et al., 2011, 2009; Sivakumar, 2001, 2004;
Zeng et al., 1992). Analysis of our precipitation and OLR data (supporting information Text S1 and
Figure S2) provides some support to the characterization of MP as more deterministic than SP. However,
analysis of the precipitation data is inconclusive and that for OLR is not statistically significant.
Based on the combined results of the standard deviation fall‐off, COV, e‐folding times, temporal jaggedness,
and, to a lesser extent, chaotic time series analysis, we conclude that the daily mean precipitation rate is in
fact more deterministic in MP than in SP, as intended.
4. Simulated Annual Means
4.1. Differences in the Simulated Mean States
For each of many variables, defined at selected pressure levels, the spatially varying differences between MP
and SP were computed annually and seasonally. The root‐mean‐square differences of the time‐averaged spa-
tial patterns, normalized by the range of their values in SP, were used to identify large differences. Significant
differences (at the 95% confidence level) were calculated based on means testing using a two‐sided Student's
t distribution at each location, with the conservative assumption of one independent sample per season.
In addition, time series of various global means were subjected to a wider range of tests in order to identify
significant differences. The most stringent test used Student's t distribution with the assumption of one
Figure 7. As in Figure 6 but for specific humidity.
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independent sample per year. A less stringent, but probably more accurate, test estimates the effective
number of independent samples following the method of Bretherton et al. (1999), which accounts for the
effects of persistence.
Significance tests of differences in the mean annual cycle and the correlations of the global mean time series
for each variable at several pressure levels and their annual cycles were performed to look for potential phase
shifts in the seasonality of the global means. The time series were also compared using the signs test for
Figure 8. Global mean statistics of precipitation frequency for SP‐CAM (blue) and MP‐CAM (red): (left) a 10‐year time series, (middle) their mean annual cycles,
and (right) the difference in their annual cycles. SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization; RMSE = Root‐Mean‐Square Error.
Figure 9. Zonal mean of the annual mean precipitation frequency for (top) superparameterized (blue) and multiple‐
instance superparameterization (red) and (bottom) their difference. ANN = annual mean.
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nonparametric data that do not conform to a normal distribution. Identification of features exhibiting great-
est differences was aided by computation of the root‐mean‐square difference normalized by the range of
values in the SP time series, similar to the process for identifying large spatial differences. Collectively, these
number more than 10,000 individual tests; here, we provide an overview of the most interesting results.
Figure 10. As in Figure 8 but for the precipitation rate.
Figure 11. Annual mean precipitation rate for SP (top), MP (middle), and the SP‐MP difference (bottom). Diagonal black
lines indicate areas of statistically significant differences. SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superpara-
meterization; RMSE = root‐mean‐square error.
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While a number of statistically significant changes in the winds were identified (not shown), the overall pat-
tern of the global circulation agrees well between SP andMP. In most places, the MP zonal winds are slightly
stronger than those of SP. The strongest shifts are found at the 100‐ and 700‐hPa levels, where they are on the
order of 10%.
As would be expected, these changes in the zonal wind are accompanied by an enhancement of the meridio-
nal temperature gradient. MP is cooler in regions poleward of 60° latitude (especially in the south and near
the 200‐hPa level) are cooler, and MP is warmer by up to about 1 K throughout the tropics (±15° latitude;
Figure 6). Temperature increases at 800 hPa act to smooth longitudinal variations at the edge of the tropics
(supporting information Figure S3), while increases at 300 hPa are more uniform across the whole of the tro-
pics (supporting information Figure S4), indicating a deepening of the troposphere. This is confirmed by
model diagnostics; the global mean tropopause height is about 85 m higher in MP. This difference is not
statistically significant with our most stringent test, but it is with all other means tests. Locally, there are
increases by as much as 800 m. The deep tropical warming implies an increase in the dry static stability.
Significant changes in specific humidity (Figure 7) are mostly confined to the tropics and subtropics, with
moistening at low levels off the equator, meridionally broader drying near the 800‐hPa level and stronger,
statistically significant moistening in the tropics above 700 hPa. Given the warming shown in Figure 6,
the upper‐tropospheric increase in specific humidity is qualitatively consistent with constant
relative humidity.
4.2. Precipitation
Because each GCM grid column of MP contains 10 CPMs instead of 1, MP has “10 chances” to produce pre-
cipitation, while SP has only 1 chance. We find that the global mean frequency of precipitation increases from
Figure 12. Dailymean precipitation PDFs for superparameterized (blue) andmultiple‐instance superparameterized (red).
PDF = probability density function.
Table 2
Percentage of Dry Days (Precipitation Less Than 0.1 mm/day) in Each Simulation
Data set Global Tropical TRMM
TRMM — 38.4 45.9
GPCP 47.7 45.6 48.2
CAM 25.1 16.1 24.2
SP 30.1 22.9 30.1
MP 30.0 22.8 29.6
MP.1 40.7 49.8 48.4
Note. Columns are for global, tropical (20°S to 20°N), and TRMM (50°S to 50°N) regions. TRMM = Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission; GPCP = Global Precipitation Climatology Project; CAM = Community Atmosphere Model;
SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization.
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59–64% to 71–76%, a very strong change that is persistent across all seasons and is significant by all measures
(Figure 8). The difference is largest in the tropics (Figure 9), and it is hemispherically asymmetric, with the
greatest increase near 30°S. There is not much longitudinal variation (not shown).
Although precipitation occurs more frequently in MP, the global mean precipitation rate is lower in MP by
about 0.07 mm/day or 2% (Figure 10). This decrease is statistically significant by all measures. It is largest in
the tropics (Figure 11); for example, the largest decrease in the tropical Western Pacific is −3.23 mm/day.
There are also a few regions of statistically significant precipitation increase over the central equatorial
Pacific (maximum magnitude 2.56 mm/day). Viewed seasonally, the major decreases follow the ITCZ.
Recall from section 2.1, the conventional physics parameterization of CAM runs in the background of
the superparameterized simulations, recording its convective responses to changes in the GCM state
without feeding back to the simulation. The Zhang‐McFarlane deep convective scheme also suggests a
Figure 13. The precipitation rate difference between MP and SP (a) where rates are less than 10 mm/day and (b) where rates are greater than 10 mm/day.
SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization; RMSE = root‐mean‐square error.
Figure 14. As in Figure 6 but for the grid box‐averaged amount of cloud liquid (a–c) and cloud ice (d–f).
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decrease in heavy convective precipitation in MP relative to SP. In the global mean, the difference is
approximately 0.25 mm/day. Additional reductions are associated with the shallow convection scheme of
the conventional CAM.
Figure 12 shows the PDFs of the daily mean precipitation rate for the full‐length SP and MP data sets in the
tropics. As expected, MP produces intense precipitation rates less frequently than SP. MP produces an
increase in the frequency of moderate precipitation rates, in the range 1 to 10 mm/day. There are slightly
fewer dry days in MP (Table 2). The daily mean precipitation PDFs in TRMM, GPCP, CAM, SP, MP, and
MP.1 are shown as a function of latitude in Figure S5. Here, we can see the way in which model differences
shown in the previous figure are common across all latitudes, as well as the striking enhancement of the
extreme tropical precipitation values in MP.1. The anomalous‐looking spike at about 30°N in the model out-
put is due to excessive simulated precipitation over the Himalayas.
Figure 13 shows how these changes are distributed geographically. Light precipitation areas are mostly con-
centrated in the tropics over the Indian Ocean, across the maritime continent and into the central Pacific,
with a notable local maximum off the eastern coast of Brazil. The reduction in heavy precipitation is fairly
uniform across the tropics. SP and MP are quite similar in their latitudinal discretization of precipitation
PDFs in comparison to the other data sets. In fact, it is a little surprising, given the initial intentions of the
MP configuration, that the PDFs do not look more like those from CAM. It is clear from the MP.1 PDFs that
individual members of MP's CPM ensemble are behaving differently than the single CPM of SP‐CAM.
Specifically, the individual members of MP's ensemble produce many more extreme values at all latitudes.
This is consistent with the fact, discussed in Part 1, that each individual CPM only provides 10% of the feed-
back to the GCM, so the total GCM feedback need not be closely tied to any individual CPM. This means that
the individual CPMs are less constrained in a quasi‐equilibrium sense.
Figure 15. As in Figure 11 but for vertically integrated (a–c) low (surface 700 hPa) and (d–f) high (above 400 hPa) cloud amount.
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4.3. Cloudiness
Figure 14 shows the annual zonal mean mixing ratios of grid box‐averaged cloud liquid and ice. Significant
changes include reductions in both cloud liquid and cloud ice at lower levels and an increase in cloud ice
above 300 hPa. Both of these changes are strongest in the tropics. The decrease in cloud liquid is slightly
stronger in the Southern Hemisphere, and it is strongest and most statistically significant over the oceans.
It is mostly absent over land except for regions with frequent deep convection, and it is not seen in the mar-
ine subtropical stratus regions. Midlevel reductions in cloud ice are significant mostly because there was so
little to begin with. Increases in cloud ice are collocated with the strongest deep convection over both land
and ocean.
Model diagnostics define low, middle, and high cloud for the ranges surface 700, 700–400, and above
400 hPa, respectively. Midlevel cloud amounts are statistically unchanged in the global mean, but they
do changeby up to ±6% along the ITCZ in the annual mean, with decreases across the Atlantic and
western Pacific and increases across the Indian Ocean. The annual mean geographic distribution and
differences for low and high clouds are shown in Figure 15. The difference in the global mean time
series for both of these variables is statistically significant according to each testing method. The
globally averaged low cloud amount decreases from 32% to 30%. Local reductions in low cloud fraction
in the tropics exceed 10%. Similarly, these are areas common to deep convection and fair weather
cumulus and marine stratocumulus away from the coasts. These are areas where low cloud amount
is small in SP.
Globally averaged high cloud amount increases in the annual mean from 26.6% to 28.9%. Increases in the
annual mean tropical high cloud amount reach or exceed 10% in many places. The high cloud amount tends
to increase where high clouds are prevalent in SP, and it decreases where high cloud amount in SP has local
minima. In short, the pattern seen in SP is amplified in MP.
Figure 16. As in Figure 6 but for cloud‐permitting model physical tendencies, excluding radiation, of (a–c) temperature and (d–f) specific humidity.
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Test simulations starting SP and MP from identical initial conditions show that the reduction in low cloud
amount and the increase in high cloud amount in MP, relative to SP, are apparent after just
two simulated days.
Matching the change in high cloud is the change in total precipitable water (not shown), which increases
slightly in MP in the global mean, but significantly where there has been an increase in high cloud amount.
Cloud water path (including both liquid and ice) follows the loss of low cloud in MP, as liquid water path
losses heavily outweigh gains in ice water path, which only barely register as statistically significant. All
of these changes hold regardless of season. The global total cloud fraction increases by 0.2%, with marginal
statistical significance.
Since low clouds cool radiatively by scattering solar radiation, and high clouds warm radiatively by trapping
terrestrial radiation, the decrease in low cloudiness and the increase in high cloudiness work in the same
direction in terms of the column‐integrated cloud radiative effect (CRE), which is defined as the difference
between the radiative fluxes or heating rates for all‐sky and clear‐sky conditions. Globally, the top‐of‐
atmosphere shortwave CRE increases (i.e., becomes less negative) by about 3 W/m2 in association with
reduced low cloud amount, and longwave CRE increases by almost 2 W/m2 due to increases in high
cloud amount. Because of these strengthened radiative effects, the atmosphere is cooling more slowly
in MP than in SP. Since atmospheric cooling by radiation is ultimately balanced by condensational
heating, the decrease in global mean precipitation is consistent with and may be caused by the changes
in the high cloudiness.
What causes the changes in cloudiness? As discussed earlier in this section, ensemble averaging leads to
more frequent, less intense precipitation, because with 10 CPMs there are 10 chances for precipitation.
The more frequent ensemble‐averaged precipitation is accompanied by greater ensemble‐averaged high
cloudiness in the regions where precipitation increases.
Figure 17. As in Figure 11 but for cloud‐permitting model physical tendencies of (a–c) temperature and (d–f) specific humidity at the 800‐hPa level.
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In addition to reducing the OLR, high clouds increase the downwelling infrared radiation in the lower
troposphere. An increase in downwelling infrared radiation from the middle and/or upper troposphere
reduces the rate of radiative cooling at the tops of low clouds and so leads to a decrease in low cloud amount
(e.g., Bretherton, 2015; Christensen et al., 2013).
4.4. Heating and Drying Rates
We had to consider the effects of ensemble averaging on precipitation in order to understand the changes
in the frequency of occurrence of extreme precipitation. The same must be done for the heating and
drying rates fed back to the GCM. Not only are they smoother in time and in the vertical in MP compared
to SP but their extremes are diminished through the ensemble averaging procedure. Figure 16 shows
the annual zonal mean for the temperature and specific humidity tendencies from the CPM level in
SP and MP and their difference. Both SP and MP warm and dry the troposphere via condensation and
convective transports, but since the MP tendencies are derived from an average, there are
systematic differences.
Figure 16 shows the heating and drying due to CPM processes other than radiation. It is apparent that
through most of the troposphere MP produces less warming and drying than SP. This is consistent with
MP's reduced rates of radiative cooling and precipitation. What cannot be clearly seen in Figure 16, however,
is that MP has anomalous (compared to SP) drying and heating (i.e., reduced cooling) at the level of the low
clouds (Figure 17). This decrease in the low‐level radiative cooling rate reduces the low‐level divergence (not
shown). It is consistent with the radiative effects of increase high clouds.
Despite the fact that MP simulates weaker nonradiative heating and drying rates, it produces stronger
mass fluxes within the CPM (Figure 18). The largest value in the annual zonal mean of MP is nearly
25% greater than that in SP. This is the strongest relative change in the annual zonal mean of any
Figure 18. As in Figures 6 and 11 but for (a–c) the zonal annual mean of the cloud‐permitting model total mass flux and (d–f) its annual mean at the 800 hPa level.
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variable that we have analyzed. The stronger mass fluxes of MP would by themselves produce stronger
CPM heating and drying rates. The fact that the heating and drying rates are actually weaker in MP
indicates that the cooling and moistening associated with the evaporation of stratiform precipitation
are stronger in MP than in SP. This is consistent with the larger high cloud fraction and precipitable
water of MP.
Despite a variety of statistically significant shifts in simulated climate in MP relative to SP, the changes do
not represent a wild departure from SP or from other models in general. Of particular interest is that MP
shows some measurable reduction in variability relative to SP, as expected. Jones (2017) demonstrates the
ability of MP to reproduce some observed aspects of convective variability, consistent with analyses by
Peters et al. (2013), Davies et al. (2013), and Watson et al. (2014).
5. Intraseasonal Variability
The final item to address is the simulated intraseasonal variability, particularly as represented by the MJO.
While many atmospheric models have had difficulty in accurately simulating the MJO, SP‐CAM has been
relatively successful. Can its more deterministic offshoot, MP‐CAM, also simulate the MJO? As mentioned
in section 1, it has been suggested that stochastic convective variability plays a significant role in a model's
Figure 19. Ratios of symmetric spectral power to a smoothed background power for outgoing longwave radiation for (a) NOAA observations, (b) CAM,
(c) SP‐CAM, and (d) MP‐CAM. Dispersion curves of the linear shallow water equations are shown in solid black for equivalent depths of 12, 25, and 50 m. Wave
types are equatorial Rossby (ER), inertia‐gravity (IG), and Kelvin. NOAA = National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; CAM = Community Atmosphere
Model; SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization.
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ability to produce a realistic MJO. In order to evaluate the MJO in SP and MP, we have relied heavily on the
diagnostic tools described by Waliser et al. (2009). Relevant variables for the analysis are precipitation rate,
OLR, and zonal wind at 850 hPa. While each of these variables is available for the entirety of the SP
simulation, all of them are only available for MP from year 4 onward.
Hovmöller diagrams (not shown) of 20‐ to 80‐day band‐pass filtered OLR anomalies, meridionally averaged
from 10°S to 5°N latitude, show slightly greater MJO activity in SP case. Perhaps the most common way to
reveal the MJO signal is through zonal wave number‐frequency analysis as pioneered by Wheeler and
Kiladis (1999). We used a frequency spectral bandwidth of 1/96 cycles per day with a 65‐day temporal
segment overlap. Figure 19 shows the results for symmetric (across the equator) variability of the OLR,
for data within ±15° latitude in NOAA observations, CAM, SP, and MP. The MJO is represented by the
region of strong spectral power for eastward (positive) zonal wave numbers 1–2, below the 30‐day period
dashed lines. Understanding that the background spectra are approximately the same in each case, the first
thing to note is that wave activity is generally weaker than observed in all cases. CAM actually produces the
largest model signal near the MJO; however, much of this peak is placed at incorrect, higher frequencies.
CAM is also notably deficient in its representation of Kelvin wave activity.
Figure 20. Differences in the ratios of symmetric spectral power to a smoothed background power for outgoing longwave radiation as shown in Figure 19 for
(a) SP‐CAM and NOAA observations, (b) MP‐CAM and NOAA observations, (c) MP‐CAM and SP‐CAM, and (d) CAM and SP‐CAM. SP = superparameterized;
CAM = Community Atmosphere Model; NOAA = National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization.
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SP and MP appear roughly equivalent at first glance. Both have overall weaker and slightly different signals
than the observations, though we should bear in mind that these model runs do not have the advantage of
interactive sea surface temperatures, which play a significant role inmodulating theMJO (de Boisséson et al.,
2012; DeMott et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Figure 20 shows difference plots for the data in Figure 19. The
SP andMP differences from the NOAA observations are strikingly similar overall. Both appear to lack power
in the Kelvin wave and MJO regions of the spectrum, with a smaller deficiency along the inertia‐gravity
wave dispersion curves. Comparing the results of MP and SP more directly (bottom, left), we see that the
two models are producing very similar results overall. MP has a slightly weaker Kelvin wave signal and a
much weaker MJO signal. While SP shows strongest difference from observations at wave number 2 with
less discrepancy at wave number 1, the deficiency in MP is more evenly distributed across those two wave
numbers with a slightly stronger deviation at wave number 1.
TheMP peak difference corresponds to an approximately 10% reduction in the spectral power ratio, which is
strong enough to be considered significant. On the other hand, the overall shape of the power spectrum has
not changed significantly. For instance, the CAM representation of the MJO spectral power signal, while
also too tightly confined to wave number 1, is shifted to higher‐frequency modes, moving into the Kelvin
wave range. By this measure, theMP simulation shows only slight degradation of theMJO signal. The caveat
here is that these diagnostics are performed on the OLR data, which we have shown to be unexpectedly vari-
able in MP despite the averaging effects of the CPM ensemble due to slight changes in the climatology.
Further evidence for the decline in MJO activity is shown in phase activity diagrams of the real‐time multi-
variate MJO index (Wheeler & Hendon, 2004), available in the supporting information (Figure S6). They
show a greater frequency of occurrence at weak amplitudes and less frequent occurrence at strong
amplitudes in MP.
Finally, we look at lag correlation diagrams (Figure 21), which show the composite motion of the MJO con-
sidered from an annual perspective. Summer and winter perspectives are shown in the supporting informa-
tion (Figures S7 and S8). The lag is defined with respect to peak precipitation in the central Indian Ocean,
where the MJO originates. This time series is correlated with precipitation and zonal wind anomalies from
±10° latitude and 80–100° longitude that have been band‐pass filtered for the range of 20–100 days. Here the
Figure 21. Lag correlation diagrams based on filtered daily data as described in the text, considering the annual precipitation time series for (a, b) SP and (c, d) MP
in the (a, c) zonal and (b, d) meridional directions. Precipitation anomalies are shown in colors, and 850‐hPa zonal wind anomalies are contoured in lines.
SP = superparameterized; MP = multiple‐instance superparameterization.
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color is precipitation and the line contours are the zonal winds at 850 hPa. Meridional propagation is quite
similar in SP and MP, though MP is slightly faster. For zonal propagation, however, there are some clear
differences. Relative to SP, in MP the disturbance does not propagate as far to the east nor does it maintain
its intensity. TheMP precipitation anomalies stop at about 120°E, and the trailing anomalies propagate more
quickly westward toward the prime meridian than those in SP. Observed anomalies (not shown) closely
match the pattern of SP in both directions, although they are stronger. The MP representation of MJO
propagation is markedly inferior to that of SP.
6. Conclusions
The work described here and by Jones et al. (2019) demonstrates a novel modeling technique that we have
used to uncover statistical relationships between the predictability of precipitation and characteristics of the
large‐scale circulation as simulated by a GCM. MP‐CAM allows us to analyze multiple realizations that are
consistent with a single, evolving large‐scale state. We created MP to test the performance of a deterministic
parameterization, obtained by averaging the physical tendencies produced by the multiple stochastic CPMs.
We have shown that MP is in fact more deterministic than SP.
The 10 CPMs of MP provide 10 chances for precipitation and 10 chances for high‐level cloudiness in each
grid column of MP‐CAM, on each time step. As a direct result, the frequency of precipitation and the fre-
quency of high cloudiness both increase in MP, relative to SP. The increased frequency of high cloudiness
leads to an increase in high cloud amount. The increased high cloud amount reduces the OLR and also
reduces the rate at which the troposphere is cooled by radiation. From the point of view of energy balance,
the reduced radiative cooling of the troposphere explains why the globally averaged precipitation rate is
smaller in MP than in SP. The increased high cloudiness also increases the flux of downwelling longwave
radiation from the upper troposphere. This leads to a reduction in low cloud amount, which weakens the
planetary cooling effects of the shortwave CRE. Since the longwave and shortwave effects of MP both tend
to warm, we speculate that in coupled ocean‐atmosphere simulations MP would produce a warmer planet
than SP. Individually, the 10 CPMs of MP are less constrained than the single CPM of SP, permitting them
to represent a wider range of realizations of a given GCM state. Because of this and internal feedbacks, they
can even produce different average climatological behavior in some locations, though the effect is
typically small.
MP's simulation of the MJO is not as realistic as that of SP. In particular, the MJO's spectral power is slightly
reduced, and it has spatially limited and unrealistically rapid propagation. Kelvin wave activity is also more
realistic in SP than in MP. Our results support the idea that stochastic effects can help to produce realistic
simulation of the these tropical weather systems (Neelin et al., 2008).
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